
Monday
02/11/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Scaling
LEARNING TARGET: I can
interpret multiplication as
scaling.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:

Independent:

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-N.5 N.7
Task Cards- Fractions of
the day (add cards with
division/multiplication)
Application-
Interactive Notebook-
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-5.1, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5
Extension-

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area,
denominator, fraction, mixed
number, numerator, partition,
rectangular array, unit
fraction.

Tuesday
02/12/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Scaling
LEARNING TARGET: I can
interpret multiplication as
scaling.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Summative
(scaling included)

Independent:

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-N.5 N.7
Task Cards- Fractions of
the day (add cards with
division/multiplication)
Application-
Interactive Notebook-
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-5.1, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5
Extension-

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area,
denominator, fraction, mixed
number, numerator, partition,

Wednesday
02/13/2019

Early Release

Extra Resources

Math
Fractions as division/divide
fractions
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide fractions and solve real
world word problems with
division.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Fractions as
division; SW glue notes
page into notebook and TW
will go over examples from
the page.

Independent: SW complete
the interactive notebook
page for practice page 8
from interactive notebook
attachment.

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-N.5 N.7
Task Cards- Fractions of
the day (add cards with
division/multiplication)
Application-page 13 from
interactive notebook
(sharing fruit with friends)
Interactive Notebook- page
9 word problems with
division.

Thursday
02/14/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Fractions as division/divide
fractions
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide fractions and solve real
world word problems with
division.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Fractions as
division

Independent:

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-N.5 N.7
Task Cards- Fractions of
the day (add cards with
division/multiplication)
Application-
Interactive Notebook-
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-5.1, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5
Extension-

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area,
denominator, fraction, mixed
number, numerator, partition,

Friday
02/15/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Fractions as division/divide
fractions
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide fractions and solve real
world word problems with
division.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Fractions as
division

Independent:

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-N.5 N.7
Task Cards- Fractions of
the day (add cards with
division/multiplication)
Application-
Interactive Notebook-
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-5.1, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5
Extension-

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area,
denominator, fraction, mixed
number, numerator, partition,
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RESOURCES: see
attachments
Standards

MAFS.5.NF.2.5.a Comparing
the size of a product to the
size of one factor on the
basis of the size of the other
factor, without performing the
indicated multiplication.
MAFS.5.NF.2.5 Interpret
multiplication as scaling
(resizing), by: (DOK 3)

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
investigate the fact that the
flow of electricity requires a
closed circuit (complete loop)

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Show

Video: http://studyjams.scholastic.com/
studyjams/jams/science/
energy-light-sound/
current-electricity-elec-
circuits.htm

• Students will identify the
following during the
electric circuits lab (use
materials from
LakeShore):
◦ the source of energy
◦ difference between an

open and closed circuit
◦ simple circuit
◦ a switch that can open

and close a circuit

rectangular array, unit
fraction.

RESOURCES: see
attachments
Standards

MAFS.5.NF.2.5.a Comparing
the size of a product to the
size of one factor on the
basis of the size of the other
factor, without performing the
indicated multiplication.
MAFS.5.NF.2.5 Interpret
multiplication as scaling
(resizing), by: (DOK 3)

Science
Energy/Electricity
LEARNING TARGET: I can
identify and classify materials
that are good conductors and
insulators/poor conductors of
electricity.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Conductors (copper,

water, aluminum, foil,
people) and Insulators
(plastic, rubber, glass,
wood)

• Go through PowerPoint
(attached)

APPLICATION: Conductors
and Insulators Lab

Closure: Pg. 26 on
Attachment - Conductors and
Insulators

Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-5.1, 5.2,
5.3, 5.4, 5.5
Extension-

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area,
denominator, fraction, mixed
number, numerator, partition,
rectangular array, unit
fraction.

RESOURCES: see
attachments
Standards

MAFS.5.NF.2 Apply and
extend previous
understandings of
multiplication and division to
multiply and divide fractions.
MAFS.5.NF.2.3 Interpret a
fraction as division of the
numerator by the
denominator (a/b = a ÷ b).
Solve word problems
involving division of whole
numbers leading to answers
in the form of fractions or
mixed numbers, e.g., by
using visual fraction models
or equations to represent the
problem. (DOK 2)

Attachments
Fractionsasdivisionnotes.docx
FractionsasDivision.pptx
5.nf.3interactivenotebook.pdf

Science

rectangular array, unit
fraction.

RESOURCES: see
attachments
Standards

MAFS.5.NF.2 Apply and
extend previous
understandings of
multiplication and division to
multiply and divide fractions.
MAFS.5.NF.2.3 Interpret a
fraction as division of the
numerator by the
denominator (a/b = a ÷ b).
Solve word problems
involving division of whole
numbers leading to answers
in the form of fractions or
mixed numbers, e.g., by
using visual fraction models
or equations to represent the
problem. (DOK 2)

Science
Electricity
LEARNING TARGET:

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: (Continue/FINISH
Wednesday's Lesson)

APPLICATION:

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:

RESOURCES:

rectangular array, unit
fraction.

RESOURCES: see
attachments
Standards

MAFS.5.NF.2 Apply and
extend previous
understandings of
multiplication and division to
multiply and divide fractions.
MAFS.5.NF.2.3 Interpret a
fraction as division of the
numerator by the
denominator (a/b = a ÷ b).
Solve word problems
involving division of whole
numbers leading to answers
in the form of fractions or
mixed numbers, e.g., by
using visual fraction models
or equations to represent the
problem. (DOK 2)

Science
Electricity
LEARNING TARGET:

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:

APPLICATION: Electricity
Benchmark Formative

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:

RESOURCES:
Attachments
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.P.10.4.pdf
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◦ items that carry
electricity to power an
object and which
cannot create a circuit

APPLICATION: Electric
Circuits Lab

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
closed circuit, conductors,
electricity, insulator (poor
conductor), open circuit,
closed circuit, switches

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.P.10.3 Investigate and
explain that an electrically-
charged object can attract an
uncharged object and can
either attract or repel another
charged object without any
contact between the objects.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.P.10.4 Investigate and
explain that electrical energy
can be transformed into heat,
light, and sound energy, as
well as the energy of motion.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.P.11.1 Investigate and
illustrate the fact that the flow
of electricity requires a closed
circuit (a complete loop).
(DOK 2)
SC.5.P.11.2 Identify and
classify materials that
conduct electricity and
materials that do not. (DOK
2)

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
attract, electric charge
(negative, positive, neutral),
electricity, repel, static
electricity, transformation,
closed circuit, conductors,
electricity, insulator (poor
conductor), open circuit,
simple circuit, switches

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.P.11.2 Identify and
classify materials that
conduct electricity and
materials that do not. (DOK
2)

Attachments
ElectricityResources.pdf
ConductorsandInsulators.pptx
ElectricCircuitsWorksheetsBundle.zip

Electricity

SCIENCE FAIR:
STUDENTS
CONDUCT
EXPERIMENT AT
HOME (FEB.1-28)
TEACHERS
CONFERENCE
WITH STUDENTS

LEARNING TARGET: I can
investigate static electricity
(buildup of electrical charges
on an object)

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Static Electricity PPT.

(need balloons to show
static electricity)

APPLICATION: Students fill
in notes while looking at
PowerPoint - Students will
explore static electricity using
balloons

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: attract, electric
charge (negative, positive,
neutral), electricity, repel,
static electricity,
transformation, closed circuit,
conductors, electricity,
insulator (poor conductor),
open circuit, simple circuit,
switches
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Attachments
ElectricCircuitsWorksheetsBundle.zip
ELECTRICITYSTATIONS.docx

RESOURCES:
Attachments
StaticElectricityTPT.pptx
StaticElectricityScaffoldedNotesTPT.pdf
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